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Aizo Group and leading tech executive Aglaia Kong join forces 
 

European leader in powerline smart home technology aims for global expansion 
with Aglaia Kong joining the board and merger eSMART Technologies 

 
Schlieren, Switzerland, 17 Apri l  2020 – In 2020, the year that the Smart Home Market 
is expected to boom, Europe’s powerl ine smart home technology leader Aizo Group 
(CH) takes big steps towards global expansion. Even more companies see powerl ine 
technology as the future for smart homes which makes the recent merge with other 
Swiss powerl ine innovator eSMART Technologies a logical next step to bring together 
the best technology avai lable.  On top of this Aizo Group chooses to shift up a gear by 
currently rais ing 20 to 30 mil l ion euros to fuel its expansion in Asia; and by welcoming 
one of the world’s leading technology executives as its new board member . Welcome Aglaia 
Kong!    

 
As a former CTO at Google and Cisco, Aglaia Kong has a broad experience in smart homes, smart 
buildings and IOT. But most of all, Ms. Kong comes with a plan: “As the current CTO of Henderson Land 
Developments,  my mission is to globally select the best smart home technology for both our existing 
and future building portfolio. That brought me to the Swiss Aizo Group team. I was really impressed with 
their powerline technology, their international project portfolio and their vision”, says Ms. Kong.  
 
Powerl ine technology as the future of smart homes   
Aizo Group is the result of the merger between three European leaders in powerline smart home 
solutions: digitalSTROM (CH), eSMART Technologies (CH and recent merge in 2020) and ONE Smart 
Control (BE and merge in 2018). The group, based in Switzerland, is currently the European leader in 
low speed powerline technology for smart home technology, with more than 16 000 homes installed 
and over 650 000 connected devices.  
 
Through its powerline technology, Aizo is able to upgrade existing electrical wires in a building to a smart 
data network. That way, the Aizo solution connects and controls both analogue and smart devices, 
making them all part of a single smart home universe, simple to install and easy to use.  
 
Mrs. Kong adds: “The prospect of integrating open source CPU technology like RISC-V, that my team 
has been developing optimized IOT SOC for, in the powerline solution of Aizo Group creates a 
compelling smart home solution. This solution will support most common sensor protocols such as wifi, 
BLE via RISC-V based SOC, and will have super reliable connectivity with powerline communication, so 
that people can be worry free that their smart home solutions work efficiently. This will be a winner – 
for everyone that wants to save energy and have guaranteed connectivity. This partnership will create 
interesting global growth perspectives for both of us. I am very happy I can support this exciting 
company with my experience.”  
 
Aizo Group’s CEO and co-founder of eSMART Technologies Fabrizio Lo Conte, puts it this way: “With 
our technology, we offer an attractive smart home experience for residents, and at the same time a 
valuable smart building solution for building operators. That combination is unique: inhabitants get 
comfort and security, operators get energy efficiency and operational excellence. And both in terms of 
reliability and cost our solutions leave the competition behind – definitely in existing buildings.” 



 
 

 
The company has achieved significant growth over the past years, organically as well as through merger 
and acquisitions. Its current core markets are Switzerland, Germany and Benelux but they are sold in 
more than 10 countries and Aizo was able to validate its technology in around 30 countries globally. 
 
2020, the year of global expansion  
The merger of the three companies increases both the commercial reach and the speed of deployment 
in Europe as the companies serve complementary market segments and different geographical areas. 
But that is not where Aizo’s ambition stops.  

 
“Our ambition is very clear", says the group’s executive board member, Roeland Pelgrims. “We want 
to expand globally. The appointment of Aglaia Kong as a colleague in the board will help us to prepare 
for this. We are excited that a world class executive believes so much in us that she is willing to give us 
her support. As a former CTO at Google and Cisco she hast vast experience in smart homes and IoT. At 
the same time her experience at Symantec will help us to focus even more on security.” 
 

### END ### 
About Aizo Group  
Founded in 2004, and based in Schlieren (Switzerland), Aizo Group AG is an innovative player active in 
the smart building technologies sector. Aizo Group offers connectivity solutions via patented powerline 
technology in more than 16 000 homes and connects more than 650 000 devices. The technology has 
been rewarded by more than 25 awards. Aizo Group AG is the result of the merger between 
DigitalSTROM (CH), eSMART Technologies (CH) and One Smart Control (BE). Aizo Group has 80 
employees in Switzerland (Schlieren, Lausanne), Germany (Wetzlar) and Belgium (Mechelen). Aizo Group 
established partnerships and framework agreements with major device manufacturers such as Sonos, 
B/S/H, or Philips. Partnering with property developers like Halter, VolkerWessels, Credit Suisse, UBS 
and Heijmans.  
https://aizogroup.com  

 
 
About Aglaia Kong  
Aglaia Kong is CTO for Henderson Land Group; Chairman for LeapFive, focusing on chip; CEO/CTO for 
ExaLeap, a technology company focusing on smart home, smart enterprise, smart health and smart city 
solutions for social impact. Henderson Land Development is a leading property developer with 
businesses in Hong Kong and throughout mainland China. Prior to ExaLeap, Aglaia Kong was Google 
CTO overseeing Google and Alphabet network infrastructure. She was also part of Google Cloud CTO 
Office and initiated Google Cloud IOT Core. She defined and drove Google smart building effort 
worldwide and educated the industrial on the approach for smart buildings.  Before Google, Aglaia Kong 
was the Cisco’s CTO for IOE (Internet of Everything) Solution Group and VP of Technology leading 
solution innovation for IOT. 
Ms. Kong has broad experience in smart home technology and combines this with an in-depth 
knowledge of China and understanding of China’s unique trends and needs. Aglaia Kong proved not 
only to be a brilliant technologist, but also a great leader. In her 6 years at Cisco China, she built a 
business unit from scratch to one with more than $1 billion revenue in less than 2 years. Her team grew 
from 1 to 100+ people with more than 300+ outside contractors.    
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